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Up and down always lively

CATCH - the proven height adjustable single column table

frame with a new design

In cooperation with the leading hardware manufacturer

Kesseböhmer, FAWO has developed the height adjustable

single column lift tables further. The resulting new model range

is modern, visually appealing and considerably less expensive

than its predecessors. The CATCH impresses with its

functionality, simple operation, solid technology, proven stability

and blends harmoniously into the world of mobile home

furnishings. 

For lowering, actuate the ergonomically shaped, flat release

lever on the underside of the table top and the table can be

lowered with slight pressure, without jerking and tilting. Raising

is done automatically by pressing a button - the integrated

pneumatic spring offers the necessary support. The release

lever can be placed anywhere on the underside of the table top

and thus provides the desired ease of use. 

The technology of the single column lifting table frame was

taken over from the area of office ergonomics technology which

has proven itself for many years in hard office life.

The furnishing scheme has also been revised. In addition to the

height adjustable basic version, either bolted to the vehicle floor

or freestanding, there is a version with table top slider with

which the table top can be easily and almost silently moved in



any direction. Two lateral locking levers provide the necessary

support in every position. If more space is needed, there is

another version with a table top swivel fitting with which the

table top can be easily swung to the side.  

In terms of colour, the CATCH adapts to the wishes of every

customer and impresses in the basic version with an elegant

anthracite grey design.
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